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1. Introduction:  
Beowulf, an Early Anglo-Saxon Epic

The Old English heroic poem known today by the editorial title of Beowulf 
survives, albeit damaged, in a single source: Cotton Vitellius A.xv of 
the British Library in London. This is a composite of two manuscripts, 
often called the Southwick Codex and the Nowell Codex, which were 
probably combined in the late sixteenth or early seventeenth century. 
The latter manuscript, which contains Beowulf, is thought likely to date 
from between the late tenth and early eleventh centuries AD.1 

Beowulf, however, is almost certainly older than its sole surviving 
witness. How much older has long been a matter of scholarly debate, 
with opinions ranging widely, in the main from the seventh to the early 
eleventh centuries. However, recent detailed research into the poem’s 
language, metre and textual transmission argues forcefully that there 
was a version in the Mercian dialect c. AD 700, and for the existence of 
a written archetype in the early eighth century.2 In this study I accept 

1  On the Beowulf-manuscript, see N. R. Ker, Catalogue of Manuscripts Containing 
Anglo-Saxon (Oxford, 1957), 281–3 (dates it ‘s. x/xi’); KB, xxv–xxxv. Editions of 
Beowulf include ASPR 4; E. von Schaubert (ed.), Heyne-Schückings Beowulf, 17th edn. 
(Paderborn, 1958–61); M. Swanton (ed.), Beowulf (Manchester, 1978); C. L. Wrenn 
and W. F. Bolton (ed.), Beowulf with the Finnesburg Fragment, rev. 3rd edn. (Exeter, 
1988); G. Jack (ed.), Beowulf: A Student Edition (Oxford, 1994); B. Mitchell and F. C. 
Robinson, Beowulf: An Edition with Relevant Shorter Texts (Oxford, 1998); K. Kiernan 
(ed.), Electronic Beowulf, 4th edn., http://ebeowulf.uky.edu/ebeo4.0/start.html; and 
KB, the latest scholarly edition. Quotations from Beowulf in the present study are 
punctuated and translated according to my understanding of the text, unless 
otherwise indicated. Full modern English translations of the poem are legion; for 
a recommended prose example, see S. A. J. Bradley, Anglo-Saxon Poetry (London, 
1982).

2  See R. D. Fulk, A History of Old English Metre (Philadelphia, 1992); M. Lapidge, ‘The 
Archetype of Beowulf’, ASE 29 (2000), 5–41; D. Cronan, ‘Poetic Words, Conservatism 
and the Dating of Old English Poetry’, ASE 33 (2004), 23–50; L. Neidorf (ed.), The 
Dating of Beowulf: A Reassessment (Woodbridge, 2014), the title of which references 
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2 The Waning Sword

such a date for the earliest traceable form of the Old English poem, if 
somewhat anxiously, given that scholarly dissension is likely to continue 
over what remains, for this field, a hot topic.3 The many arguments that 
have been advanced down the years to date Beowulf’s composition are 
often highly detailed and highly divergent in their conclusions. They 
will not be rehearsed in this book, but two fundamental and readily 
apprehensible linguistic points strike me as most significant. The first is 
that Beowulf appears to contain no loanwords from Old Norse, despite 
comprising well over three thousand lines of verse about Scandinavians 
in Scandinavia.4 The second is that none of the poem’s many proper 
nouns, some of which have equivalents in Old Norse texts, appear to 
show any influence from Old Norse phonology.5 In my view, these 

C. Chase (ed.), The Dating of Beowulf (Toronto, 1981); L. Neidorf, The Transmission 
of Beowulf: Language, Culture and Scribal Behavior (Ithaca, 2017). This dating is not 
very far removed from that of surviving artefacts suggestive of some items and 
traditions described in the poem, such as those found in the seventh-century ship-
burial in Mound One at Sutton Hoo, Suffolk. In addition, Anglo-Saxon place-name 
evidence suggests that ‘by the tenth century at least, and no doubt much earlier, it 
was customary to name pits, meres and bogs after someone or something called 
Grendel, presumably a demon, water-monster or other sort of “genius loci”’, and 
it might point to a link between Grendel’s mere and a precursor of the figure of 
Beowulf before the early tenth century; see M. Lapidge, ‘Beowulf, Aldhelm, the Liber 
Monstrorum and Wessex’, rpt. in M. Lapidge, Anglo-Latin Literature 600–899 (London, 
1996), 271–311 at 299–304 (quotation at 301); earlier, R. W. Chambers, Beowulf: An 
Introduction to the Study of the Poem with a Discussion of the Stories of Offa and Finn, 3rd 
edn. with supplement by C. L. Wrenn (Cambridge, 1963), 304–10. For an influential 
study of Beowulf in a seventh-century context, see R. Girvan, Beowulf and the Seventh 
Century: Language and Content (London, 1971). For surveys and discussion of the 
dizzying number of views about the date and origins of Beowulf, see R. E. Bjork and 
A. Obermeier, ‘Date, Provenance, Author, Audiences’, in R. E. Bjork and J. D. Niles 
(ed.), A Beowulf Handbook (Exeter, 1997), 13–34; R. Frank, ‘A Scandal in Toronto: The 
Dating of ‘Beowulf’ a Quarter Century On’, Speculum 82 (2007), 843–64.

3  For dissenting views, see B. R. Hutcheson, ‘Kaluza’s Law, the Dating of Beowulf, 
and the Old English Poetic Tradition’, JEGP 103 (2004), 297–322; E. G. Stanley, 
‘Paleographical and Textual Deep Waters: (a) for <u> and <u> for (a), <d> for 
<?> and <?> for <d> in Old English’, ANQ 15 (2002), 64–72; Frank, ‘Scandal’; H. 
Damico, Beowulf and the Grendel-Kin: Politics and Poetry in Eleventh-Century England 
(Morgantown, 2015). For a renewed defence of an early date, see R. D. Fulk, 
‘Argumentation in Old English Philology, with Particular Reference to the Editing 
and Dating of Beowulf’, ASE 32 (2003), 1–26.

4  S. Newton, The Origins of Beowulf and the Pre-Viking Kingdom of East Anglia 
(Cambridge, 1993), 14.

5  Cf. Newton, Origins, 14–5; on the poem’s names, see T. Shippey, ‘Names in Beowulf 
and Anglo-Saxon England’, in Neidorf, Dating of Beowulf, 58–78. For a recent 
study which finds the poem devoid of linguistic influence from Old Norse, see 
L. Neidorf and R. J. Pascual, ‘Old Norse Influence on the Language of Beowulf: A 
Reassessment’, Journal of Germanic Linguistics 31 (2019), 298–322.
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points (and others) swing the pendulum of probability firmly toward 
an early, pre-Viking Age origin.

Very recently, the likelihood of such an origin has, I incline to think, 
been substantially increased by the Swedish archaeologist Bo Gräslund.6 
He has rather thrown the cat amongst the pigeons by proposing that 
behind the c. 700 Old English Beowulf there lies a product of sixth-century 
East Scandinavian oral tradition, a poem which, having taken Old English 
form c. 600, was subsequently retold, with the addition of a veneer of 
Christianity, by Anglo-Saxon poets in Mercian and West Saxon dialects. I 
am persuaded by Gräslund’s linking of key aspects of Beowulf’s material 
culture and many of its events and characters to the late Migration Age in 
Gotland, Sweden and Denmark. I am also attracted by his claim that the 
poem’s core narrative was transmitted from Scandinavia to Anglo-Saxon 
England, perhaps through the court of King Rædwald of East Anglia. 
It remains to be seen, however, what the wider scholarly community 
will make of Gräslund’s findings, which effectively propose an Anglo-
Gotlandic/Swedish Beowulf, the core of which originated in Scandinavia 
and was transmitted across time, space, languages and dialects by a series 
of poets (number and identity unknown) using mainly oral techniques. 
Convincing validation or refutation of this bold proposal will require 
considered judgements, over a period of years, from many scholars with 
expertise in a wide range of disciplines, including Old English language 
and literature, Germanic philology, mythology, oral and literary poetics, 
translation, archaeology and early Christianity. 

Given that Gräslund’s basic proposal may receive wide acceptance, 
it is important for me to stress at the start of this book that the Beowulf 
I discuss is not his putative pagan Nordic ur-Beowulf, but rather the 
Old English poem preserved in Cotton Vitellius A.xv and its presumed 
Mercian predecessor, complete with Judaeo-Christian elements. 

As will become clear, I am not persuaded by Gräslund’s claim that 
Beowulf acquired merely a thin veneer of Anglo-Saxon Christianity, or 
at least that its Judaeo-Christian elements may be deemed superficial, 
and therefore by implication less worthy of respect, even if they may 
well be secondary in terms of the poem’s development through time. 
Rather, I consider most, if not all, of them the sensitive, considered—
though not necessarily highly sophisticated—integrations of a Christian 

6  B. Gräslund, Beowulfkvädet. Den nordiska bakgrunden (Uppsala, 2018).
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Anglo-Saxon poet or poets (although not ideal, for simplicity’s sake I 
henceforth refer simply to a single Anglo-Saxon Beowulf-poet) who in 
retelling the basic story extensively recreated it. Lacking any evidence 
to the contrary, it seems at least respectful to suppose that both this poet 
and his audience found the Judaeo-Christian elements unobjectionable 
at worst. In fact, these elements, whether explicit, inexplicit or so finely 
woven into the poem’s fabric as to be inseparable from it (or even 
undetectable), seem to me integral to the Old English composition 
and vital to its interpretation in an Anglo-Saxon context.7 Whatever 
its background, therefore, I treat the Old English Beowulf as an artistic 
entity worthy of appreciation in its own right on its own terms.

The poem’s Judaeo-Christian elements would have been especially 
important if, as now seems likely, the poem circulated in Mercia in the 
sixth and seventh centuries, because, as we shall see, this places Beowulf 
within a period of religious flux in Anglo-Saxon England. This finding 
prompts my fundamental view (pursued later in this Introduction 
and further in my Conclusion) that the Anglo-Saxon poem implicitly 
addresses the nature of the Conversion process from Germanic 
paganism to Christianity and assuages associated anxieties.

That said, many of my other findings depend neither on an early date, 
nor a Mercian background, nor an interest in the Conversion, although 
an early date would help to explain the preservation of the many old 
traditions and word-meanings that Beowulf seems to contain. Most of my 
findings could also suit an essentially East Anglian poem (an attractive 
possibility),8 a poem from the Mercia-Wessex border area,9 or one 

7  Note especially a brief but important passage at the centre of the poem (unmentioned 
by Gräslund): Ða com non dæges ‘Then had come [or ‘came’] the ninth hour of the 
day’ (1600). These words implicitly, but unmistakably, relate Beowulf’s presumed 
death in Grendel’s mere to Christ’s death on the Cross (see Chapter 3); this allusion 
has profound implications for the poem’s interpretation by an Anglo-Saxon 
audience. Personally, I also find it hard not to see a strongly Christian dimension 
to the soðfaestra dom ‘glory/judgement of the righteous’ (2820) which Beowulf’s 
soul seeks after the hero’s actual death. More controversially, perhaps, I incline to 
the view that Christianity is likely to infuse the expansive, reflective, melancholic, 
refined and ultimately rather mild spirit of Beowulf in general. In this regard, at 
least, Beowulf is unlike any of the surviving Old Norse poems of substance that are 
likely to be fairly early and essentially pagan; it contrasts starkly, for example, with 
the short and direct savagery of the Eddic poem Hamðismál ‘The Lay of Hamðir’.

8  For an attractive argument for such a derivation, see Newton, Origins. Unfortunately, 
very little is known of the Old English dialect of East Anglia.

9  For evidence suggesting that ‘a context for the poem’s conception and especially its 
transmission can be discovered in and in the vicinity of pre-Conquest Malmesbury’, 
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composed or revised elsewhere in the country, even during a later period 
of widespread Scandinavian settlement. Indeed, it might be thought 
that the presence of many Norsemen in England during later centuries 
could explain Beowulf’s Scandinavian setting and the correspondences 
between some of its episodes and those of Old Norse texts.10 However, 
in my view, Gräslund’s findings, together with the apparently total 
absence of Old Norse linguistic influence on Beowulf, weigh strongly 
against this possibility. Such a context might have encouraged the poem’s 
preservation, but probably did not stimulate its creation.

If Beowulf did exist in sixth- or seventh-century Mercia, where exactly 
(or even inexactly) within this large region it circulated or resided is 
another uncertainty.11 However, the poem’s reference to Biblical events, 
together with its deep interest in the actions and characters of kings 
and military nobles, as well as kin-slaying and dynastic succession, 
might point to a monastery linked to Mercian royalty, or to an affiliated 
community such as a non-monastic church. 

One such potential home for Beowulf was the double monastery at 
Repton, Derbyshire, founded c. 675.12 It housed noble monks and nuns, 

see Lapidge, ‘Beowulf, Aldhelm’ (quotation at 310). Malmesbury was on the border 
between Mercia and Wessex. 

10  Given the dating of the surviving written text of Beowulf to c. 1000 (the poem’s 
terminus ante quem) on palaeographical grounds, and the indications of prior scribal 
transmission, it seems clear that the poem existed before the period when Danes 
ruled England. This began under Sweyn Forkbeard in 1013–4 and continued under 
his son, Canute, from 1016–35.

11  For a map of Mercia in the eighth and early ninth centuries, see R. North, The 
Origins of Beowulf: from Vergil to Wiglaf (Oxford, 2006), 149. Whether Beowulf was 
ever performed is uncertain, though its apparent transmission down the years 
through multiple copies encourages the assumption, as does its marked use of 
techniques typical of oral composition. If the poem was performed, it is still more 
sobering to acknowledge that we do not know how. For example, if there was once 
a Beowulfian music—if the poet sang, possibly to the accompaniment of a lyre—his 
notes are lost, though reconstructions of Anglo-Saxon lyres offer tantalizing insights 
into the possibilities for instrumental accompaniment. For a video recording of 
a performance of the first 1,062 lines of Beowulf in Old English, accompanied by 
the lyre, see B. Bagby, Beowulf (2006) [DVD: Koch Vision, KOC-DV-6445]. For full, 
unaccompanied recitations, see K. Malone, Beowulf (Complete) Read in Old English 
([1967]) [4 LPs: Caedmon TC 4001]; T. Eaton, Beowulf — Read in Anglo-Saxon (1997) 
[2 CDs: Pearl; Pavilion Records; SHE CDS 9632].

12  On Repton monastery, see M. Lapidge, J. Blair, S. Keynes and D. Scragg (ed.), The 
Blackwell Encyclopædia of Anglo-Saxon England (Oxford, 1999), 390–2; M. Biddle and 
B. Kjølbye-Biddle, ‘Repton and the “Great Army”, 873–4’, in J. Graham-Campbell, 
R. Hall, J. Jesch and D. N. Parsons (ed.), Vikings and the Danelaw: Select Papers from the 
Proceedings of the Thirteenth Viking Congress, Nottingham and York, 21–30 August 1997 
(Oxford, 2001), 45–96. North, Origins, argues that Beowulf originated at the nearby 
minster of Breedon on the Hill in 826–7.
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and became the burial site of Mercian royalty, including Æthelbald (757), 
Wiglaf (c. 839) and Wigstan (849).13 It might even be Æthelbald who 
is depicted as a rider armed with sword, shield and knife—equipment 
also used by the eponymous hero of Beowulf during his (unmounted) 
fight with a dragon—on one face of a fragmentary stone carving from 
Repton. Other faces on the same stone appear to show the Crucifixion—
an event alluded to in Beowulf (line 1600)—and a serpentine monster with 
a man-like face devouring the heads of two men. The latter scene may 
well represent the mouth of Hell; its monster is somewhat suggestive of 
Grendel, the poem’s troll-man, who, although not ostensibly snake-like, 
was a human-devouring demon who inhabited a serpent-harbouring 
mere identified with Hell.14 Additionally, it so happens that among 
Repton’s monks was one Guðlac (c. 674–714),15 parts of whose story 
resemble aspects of Beowulf, especially the central mere-episode. These 
merit summary here because, if nothing else, they show that a tale 
rather similar to, and conceivably influenced by, Beowulf’s mere-episode 
existed in England in the first half of the eighth century. 

According to the Vita Sancti Guthlaci ‘Life of Saint Guthlac’, written by 
the monk Felix c. 730–40,16 Guðlac descended from kings whose lineage 
stretched back to Icel, a legendary Germanic ruler whose father, Eomer, 
appears briefly in Beowulf (1960–2). As a young man, Guðlac had been 
inspired to take up arms by remembrance of the valiant deeds of ancient 
heroes, which he had presumably heard about from recitations of Old 
English poems. After fighting gloriously for nine years on the western 

13  Wiglaf is also the name of the warrior who helps slay the dragon at the end of 
Beowulf. Cf. North, Origins, 150.

14  See M. Biddle and B. Kjølbye-Biddle, ‘The Repton Stone’, ASE 14 (1985), 233–92, 
https://doi.org/10.1017/s0263675100001368; Biddle and Kjølbye-Biddle, ‘Repton’, 
50, 53 (fig. 4.4); P. Clemoes, Interactions of Thought and Language in Old English 
Poetry (Cambridge, 1995), 58–66, https://doi.org/10.1017/CBO9780511597527. That 
Grendel’s mere is identifiable with Hell is evident from Beowulf 101, 788, 852, 
1274. Grendel’s nature as a devilish eoten ‘(consuming) giant’ finds parallel in the 
draconic jǫtunn Satan of an Old Norse translation of the Harrowing of Hell, for 
which see C. R. Unger (ed.), Heilagra manna søgur, 2 vols (Christiania, 1877), II, 
3; G. L. Aho, ‘Niđrstigningarsaga: An Old Norse Version of Christ’s Harrowing of 
Hell’, SS 41 (1969), 150–9; J. W. Marchand, ‘Leviathan and the Mousetrap in the 
Niđrstigningarsaga’, SS 47 (1975), 328–38.

15  On Guðlac, see Lapidge et al., Blackwell Encyclopædia, 222–3.
16  B. Colgrave, Felix’s Life of Saint Guthlac (Cambridge, 1956). Felix’s Life was also 

translated into Old English. In addition, there are two Old English poems about 
Guðlac, for which see J. Roberts (ed.), The Guthlac Poems of the Exeter Book (Oxford, 
1979).

https://doi.org/10.1017/s0263675100001368
https://doi.org/10.1017/CBO9780511597527
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borders of Mercia, he was struck one wakeful night by the wretchedness 
of the deaths of his royal ancestors and the transitory nature of earthly 
riches and glory. This realization prompted him to enter the monastery 
at Repton. After two years of spiritual education and exemplary virtue, 
he left to live as a hermit in a hut on a barrow in the marshy wilderness 
of Crowland, Lincolnshire. There he kept watch by night, but was 
attacked by demons who submerged him in the fen’s dark waters and 
took him to fiery Hell. Guðlac defied his abductors, though, identifying 
them as the semen Cain ‘seed of Cain’.17 Immediately afterwards he was 
saved by the miraculous appearance in Hell of St. Bartholomew, bathed 
in a golden, heavenly light so glorious that the demons could not bear 
it. Bartholomew commanded them to escort Guðlac safely back to his 
home, which they did.

Similarly, Beowulf was an exemplary warrior, both physically 
and temperamentally, who won all his battles. As Guðlac kept watch 
by night in his hut in a marshy landscape, so Beowulf kept watch 
by night in Heorot, hall of the Danes, not far from Grendel’s marshy 
home. As Guðlac was attacked by demons identified as the offspring of 
Cain, so Beowulf was assaulted by the devilish Grendel and Grendel’s 
monstrous mother, themselves descendants of Cain (102–14, 1258–67). 
As demons dragged Guðlac through dark fen-water and down to fiery 
Hell, only to be thwarted by the sudden appearance of heavenly light, 
so Grendel’s mother drew Beowulf down through the polluted waters 
of a fenland mere to her fiery, hellish lair,18 only to succumb in a sudden 
illumination by heavenly light.19

For what it is worth given the huge gaps in our knowledge, we 
know of nowhere other than Repton that can claim all of the following: 
existence c. 700 in Mercia; close ties to Mercian royalty; carvings of 
an armed warrior, the Crucifixion, and a partly man-like man-eating 
monster at the mouth of Hell; and a prominent alumnus whose story 

17  Colgrave, Felix’s Life, 106–7.
18  Cf. seo hell, a female personification of Hell in the Old English translation of the 

Gospel of Nicodemus; see L. Bell, ‘“Hel our Queen”: An Old Norse Analogue to an 
Old English Female Hell’, Harvard Theological Review 76 (1983), 263–8, https://doi.
org/10.1017/s0017816000001358 

19  Also common to both stories is the theme of reflection on the deaths of ancient 
kings and the transience of life and earthly riches. For further parallels between 
accounts of Guðlac’s life and Beowulf, see M. E. Goldsmith, The Mode and Meaning of 
‘Beowulf’ (London, 1970), 116–8, 257–9; North, Origins, 159.

https://doi.org/10.1017/s0017816000001358
https://doi.org/10.1017/s0017816000001358
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resembles Beowulf’s in key respects. We have no direct evidence of a 
link between Beowulf and Repton,20 but in view of the probably highly 
diverse nature of monastic communities at this time, and of their links 
to lay society and monarchy, it would at least make sense for the poem 
to have been associated with some such milieu.21

That poems about ancient Germanic heroes were recited for clergy in 
Anglian (perhaps Mercian) communities in the eighth century, though 
probably in a non-monastic context, is indicated by a passage from a 
letter written by the Anglo-Saxon scholar and churchman Alcuin. In 
797 he addressed a certain Bishop Speratus, who is possibly identifiable 
as Unuuona (Unwana, Unwano) of Leicester.22 Alcuin declared that 
Speratus should feed the poor, rather than host istriones vel luxoriosos 
‘entertainers or persons of extravagant behaviour’.23 He continued:

Verba Dei legantur in sacerdotali convivio. Ibi decet lectorem audiri, non 
citharistam: sermones patrum, non carmina gentilium. Quid Hinieldus 
cum Christo? Angusta est domus: utrosque tenere non poterit. Non vult 
rex celestis cum paganis et perditis nominetenus regibus communionem 
habere; quia rex ille aeternus regnat in caelis, illes paganus perditus plangit 
in inferno. Voces legentium audire in domibus tuis, non ridentium turbam 
in plateis.24

Let God’s words be read at the episcopal dinner-table. It is right that a 
reader should be heard, not a harpist, patristic discourse, not pagan song. 
What has Hinield [Ingeld] to do with Christ? The house is narrow and has 
no room for both. The Heavenly King does not wish to have communion 

20  We do not even have evidence of manuscripts from, or a library at, Repton.
21  By c. 750 the monastic situation in England appears highly varied and complex. J. 

Blair, The Church in Anglo-Saxon Society (Oxford, 2005), 82 observes that ‘no rule is 
likely to have excluded the presence of diverse groups of people within and around 
the minster enclosure, nor to have prevented social, economic, or pastoral contacts 
between the monastic personnel and a wider lay community’. Blair also remarks on 
the ‘many channels by which [monastic] communities obtained rulership, learning, 
cultural guidance and economic support’, and notes that the insular monastic 
model ‘was infinitely extendable and flexible, and could appeal in different ways 
to learned bishops, successful war-leaders, widowed queens, royal servants and 
spiritually minded peasants’ (83). 

22  See D. A. Bullough, ‘What Has Ingeld to Do with Lindisfarne?’, ASE 22 (1993), 
93–125, https://doi.org/10.1017/s0263675100004336. Bullough argues against the 
earlier assumption that Alcuin was addressing behaviour at a monastic community 
on Lindisfarne.

23  E. Dümmler (ed.), Epistolae Karolini Aevi Tomvs II, MGH, epistolarum tomus IV 
(Berlin, 1895), 183.

24  Dümmler, Epistolae, II, 183.

https://doi.org/10.1017/s0263675100004336
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with pagan and forgotten [or ‘damned’] kings listed name by name: for the 
eternal King reigns in Heaven, while the forgotten [or ‘damned’] pagan king 
wails in Hell. The voices of readers should be heard in your dwellings, not 
the laughing rabble in the courtyards.25

Some around Speratus’ table had presumably taken a different view. 
They enjoyed listening to what were probably Old English poems, 
perhaps sung to the accompaniment of a lyre, about pagan heroes. These 
heroes included Hinieldus, who appears briefly in Beowulf as Ingeld, a 
prince of the Germanic Heaðo-Beardan tribe (2064–6). Conceivably, 
Beowulf was among the poems recited at Speratus’ table.26

It seems most unlikely that an Anglo-Saxon Beowulf-poet will ever be 
conclusively located, let alone identified. But if the poem was probably 
in existence c. 700, even this single finding is potentially highly valuable 
for efforts to contextualize and interpret it.

For one thing, this date places the poem well before the period of 
Viking attacks on England, which began in the late eighth century and 
led to the settlement of large parts of Mercia by Norsemen.27 This could 
explain both the lack of Old Norse linguistic influence upon Beowulf 
and the poem’s committed and generally sympathetic approach to the 
world of early sea-faring Norsemen.

For another, such a dating places the poem roughly three hundred 
years closer than the scribes of Cotton Vitellius A.xv to the events and 
people described, many of which have been dated to the fifth and sixth 
centuries.28 This encourages belief that many of the tales told in the poem 

25  Translation adapted from Bullough, ‘What Has Ingeld?’, 124.
26  If nominetenus is correctly translated ‘name by name’, this suggests not a long, varied 

poem like Beowulf, but much simpler verse genealogies or catalogue-poems such as 
Widsið, another work which mentions Ingeld; K. Malone (ed.), Widsith, rev. edn. 
(Copenhagen, 1962), 24 (line 48). North, Origins, 133, however, translates ‘so-called’ 
and goes on to make more of the potential Beowulf-connection. The Beowulf-poet 
might have agreed with Alcuin that Ingeld had nothing to do with Christ, given 
that Ingeld is implicated in the burning of Heorot, the exemplary hall of Beowulf’s 
Danes—but I believe he would have maintained the pertinence of Beowulf.

27  For evidence of connections between England and Scandinavia before these attacks, 
see J. Hines, The Scandinavian Character of Anglian England in the pre-Viking Period 
(Oxford, 1984).

28  The death of Hygelac, lord of the Geatas—the Scandinavian (quite possibly 
Gotlandic) people to which Beowulf belongs—is described in the poem and 
datable from external evidence to c. 530. It serves as a terminus post quem for the 
composition of at least part of the poem. For proposed dates of other events and 
people mentioned in Beowulf, see Gräslund, Beowulfkvädet, 230–1.
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could well reflect traditions that had passed down the generations, 
encapsulated in oral verse.

Such a sense of communal knowledge and of the re-enactment of 
common story-traditions seems prominently indicated by the poem’s 
opening words: Hwæt we Gar-Dena in geardagum, þeodcyninga þrym 
gefrunon ‘How(?) we have heard of the glory of the Spear-Danes, of the 
people-kings in days of yore!’29 Ostensibly, the audience is to hear what 
it has already heard; the poet introduces Beowulf not as something new, 
but as a restatement of shared traditions inherited from long ago.

This is not to deny the importance of individual authority, 
imagination and artistry in the creation and re-creation (performance) 
of Beowulf, especially as the reciter subsequently speaks in the first 
person (38, 62, 74, etc.). Nor is it necessarily to claim that the Danish 
and Geatish societies described accurately reflect the historical realities 
of sixth-century Scandinavia—though it now appears that they may 
well do, in key respects at least.30 But it is to emphasize that the poem 
was not created ex nihilo, and that although subsequent reciters might 
update tradition—most obviously, it appears, by introducing Christian 
elements—and perhaps invent new material (though arguably not the 
very existence of the poem’s elusive hero),31 they may not have been 
at liberty fundamentally to misrepresent—in the opinion of their 

29  That the use of ‘we’ in such statements ‘emphasizes the communal character of 
narrative traditions’ is noted by W. Parks, ‘The Traditional Narrator and the 
“I Heard” Formulas in Old English Poetry’, ASE 16 (1987), 45–66 at 56. On the 
interpretation of the poem’s opening word, see G. Walkden, ‘The Status of Hwæt in 
Old English’, ELL 17 (2013), 465–88.

30 Gräslund, Beowulfkvädet, argues strongly that the poem accurately describes 
distinctive aspects of the culture of East Scandinavia in the late migration period 
(the decades leading up to 550), a view I find persuasive in many respects. There 
is, however, an almost complete absence from a poem full of named characters 
and references to the supernatural and the divine of unambiguous references to 
Germanic gods with distinctively pagan names—Odin or Thor, for example, are 
never named (the inconspicuous exception is Ing, about whom I shall have much 
more to say); in this regard at least, Beowulf does not reflect the culture of the times 
it describes. K. P. Wentersdorf, ‘Beowulf: The Paganism of Hrothgar’s Danes’, SP 78 
(1981), 91–119 at 92 takes the view that the poem describes the Danish and Geatish 
societies ‘in the social idiom of his [i.e., the Anglo-Saxon poet’s] own day, creating 
an atmosphere and a way of life that would have been familiar to his audience’. Cf. 
ibid., 107: ‘in general, the poem reflects the Anglo-Saxon culture of the age in which 
it was written.’ Both positions have some truth on their side.

31  The hero Beowulf is unknown outside the poem (by this name, at least), but for 
reasons for thinking that the poem’s audience may already have known of a 
personage of this name, see M. D. C. Drout, Y. Kisor, L. Smith, A. Dennett and 
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audience—communal lore. In other words, it appears likely that the 
essence of many of the episodes related could have come from earlier, 
heathen times, even if they may have been given some ‘new clothes’. 
Furthermore, the somewhat elliptical manner in which the poem relates 
complex passages such as the Finnsburg-episode and later detailed 
sections concerning tribal wars and dynastic relations strongly suggests 
that, unlike us, his audience had considerable prior knowledge of these 
matters. The same may be the case for much of the poem’s other, more 
mythical and fantastic material, on which this book focuses.

Certainly, poems composed using oral-formulaic techniques, 
examples of which Beowulf may itself incorporate,32 are more than 
capable of preserving the essentials of stories for a period of less than 
two hundred years, which is all that separates the times of which the 
poet tells from c. 700. Consequently, it is reasonable to assume that one 
basic historical fact was known to the Old English poet, namely that, 
unlike him, the Scandinavians he described were pagans, worshippers 
of northern gods.33 That point presumably constituted a fundamental 
difference for a Christian, but could also have served as a source of 
connection. For Anglo-Saxon pagan traditions, many of which are 
likely to have been akin to those of related peoples in Scandinavia, were 
probably neither forgotten nor always far from the surface c. 700. This 
likelihood presumably extends to heathen mythology, which, though 
doubtless never uniform and homogeneous but subject to considerable 
variation, would, like the mythologies of other peoples, also have had 
‘capacity for long-term continuities’, for ‘historical endurance’.34

In Anglo-Saxon England, the seventh century was an age of 
ferment characterized by the clash of Germanic paganism and Roman 

N. Piirainen, Beowulf Unlocked: New Evidence from Lexomic Analysis ([n.p.] Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2016), 61–2.

32  For recently uncovered evidence indicating that different parts of Beowulf draw on 
different sources (oral or written), see Drout et al., Beowulf Unlocked. 

33  Hence he refers to a hæðnum horde ‘heathen hoard’ (2216) and hæðen gold ‘heathen 
gold’ (2276); W. Cooke, ‘Who Cursed Whom, and When? The Cursing of the Hoard 
and Beowulf’s Fate’, MÆ 76 (2007), 207–24 at 219. The successful Christianization 
of Scandinavia did not get under way until the ninth century; see B. Sawyer and 
P. Sawyer, Medieval Scandinavia: from Conversion to Reformation, circa 800–1500 
(Minneapolis, 1993), 100–5. 

34  Frog, ‘Mythology in Cultural Practice: A Methodological Framework for Historical 
Analysis’, RMN Newsletter 10 (2015), 33–57 at 34. He adds: ‘just as the words and 
grammar of language have a continuity spanning thousands of years, so too do 
symbols and structures of mythology’ (34).
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Christianity. The former stemmed from traditions brought to England 
by invaders from northern Germany and southern Scandinavia in the 
fifth century, the latter from St. Augustine’s arrival in Thanet in 597. 
Whatever their political motives for fighting, the armies of kings of 
rival religions had clashed on the battlefield. Most notably, in 633 the 
Christian convert Edwin, king of Deira and Bernicia, had died fighting 
an alliance of enemies led partly by the heathen Mercian Penda; the 
Christian King Oswald of Northumbria had succumbed to Penda 
in 641/2; and in 654/5 Oswald’s brother and successor, the Christian 
Oswiu, had finally managed to slay Penda. In the process, Oswiu had 
struck a decisive blow against paganism—Mercia became officially 
Christian.

At least that is the authorized, high-level picture after Penda’s death. 
However, it is important for the contextualization and interpretation 
of Beowulf to recognize that, by 700, although Anglo-Saxon England 
was ruled exclusively by Christian kings, far from all of its people’s 
ingrained heathen ways had been eliminated. As one scholar concludes, 
following a review of Anglo-Saxon laws forbidding heathen practices:

It is evident … that while Anglo-Saxon England in the eighth century was 
Christian in name, heathenism had not been wiped out; it had been driven 
underground, and apostasy, open or secret, was an ever-present possibility. 
It seems probable that considerable segments of the people remained to some 
degree pagan at heart, while practicing a minimum of outward conformity.35

35  Wentersdorf, ‘Beowulf’, 107. The same scholar goes on to show that ‘pagan activities 
survived in England with great tenacity until long after the time at which Beowulf 
is believed to have been written’ (118). See also M. Dunn, The Christianization of 
the Anglo-Saxons c.597-c.700: Discourses of Life, Death and Afterlife (London, 2009), 
193. Other studies of this general topic include H. Mayr-Harting, The Coming of 
Christianity to Anglo-Saxon England, 3rd edn. (London, 1991) and B. Yorke, The 
Conversion of Britain: Religion, Politics and Society in Britain c.600–800 (Harlow, 2006). 
Modern academic studies of Anglo-Saxon heathen traditions, some of which—like 
parts of the present study—continue a long tradition of drawing parallels with 
later-attested Norse myths, include W. A. Chaney, The Cult of Kingship in Anglo-
Saxon England: The Transition from Paganism to Christianity (Berkeley, 1970); G. R. 
Owen, Rites and Religions of the Anglo-Saxons (Newton Abbot, 1981); S. O. Glosecki, 
Shamanism and Old English Poetry, 2 vols (New York, 1989); D. Wilson, Anglo-Saxon 
Paganism (London, 1992); HG; M. Carver, A. Sanmark and S. Semple (ed.), Signals of 
Belief in Early England: Anglo-Saxon Paganism Revisited (Oxford, 2010); S. Pollington, 
The Elder Gods: The Otherworld of Early England (Ely, 2011). For a sobering review 
of earlier work in this field, see E. G. Stanley, Imagining the Anglo-Saxon Past: ‘The 
Search for Anglo-Saxon Paganism’ and ‘Anglo-Saxon Trial by Jury’ (Woodbridge, 2000).
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The implication is that elements of heathen thought, of pagan myth, 
retained relevance to many people in England at this time.36

For some Anglo-Saxons, a contributing factor to the survival of 
certain heathen ways was probably experience, or at least awareness, 
of the severe plagues that ravaged England in the second half of the 
seventh century.37 Judging from the evidence of cemeteries, these 
plagues coincided with ‘a revival of traditional beliefs about the 
potentially dangerous dead and a consequent resort to traditional 
means to de-activate them’.38 This conclusion chimes with the testimony 
of the Anglo-Saxon monk Bede (c. 673–735) about apostasies prompted 
by plague in East Anglia and Northumbria in 664.39 It was only natural 
that disease, and the threat of it, should have prompted some Anglo-
Saxons to return to familiar heathen ways.

Also contributing to the survival of elements of paganism into the 
early eighth century was a major aspect of the Conversion process, 
one that supplemented military force, legislation, promises of eternal 
bliss and threats of perpetual damnation: the methodology of limited 
accommodation and adaptation. As is well known, Pope Gregory 
wrote a letter to Bishop Mellitus (d. 624), one of his missionaries to 
England, instructing him to advise Augustine how to proceed with 
the people’s Conversion.40 He commanded that although their heathen 

36  Cf. E. L. Risden, Beasts of Time: Apocalyptic Beowulf (New York, 1994), 48: ‘A world 
in conversion, but incompletely converted lies behind the poem’. Note also Frog, 
‘Mythology in Cultural Practice’, 44: ‘the arrival of Christianity in the North was 
not a process of one exclusive religion displacing another. Instead, the new religion 
richly increased the available symbols in the [symbolic] matrix. Christians and non-
Christians were not unaware of each other’s mythologies and they could actively 
utilize each other’s symbols in mythic discourse as resources for the negotiation 
of their relationship …. This sort of engagement has produced quite exceptional 
narratives that may seem to fall between the respective mythologies.’

37  See J. R. Maddicott, ‘Plague in Seventh-Century England’, Past & Present 156 (1997), 
7–54; Wentersdorf, ‘Beowulf’, 113–5.

38  Dunn, Christianization, 192. Cf. Sir F. Stenton, Anglo-Saxon England, 3rd edn. 
(Oxford, 1971), 128: ‘There is no doubt that Christianity was the dominant religion 
throughout England in 664. But it is equally certain that the older beliefs of the 
English people, though driven underground, were still alive.’

39  Wentersdorf, ‘Beowulf’, 113–4.
40  B. Colgrave and R. A. B. Mynors (ed.), Bede’s Ecclesiastical History of the English 

People (Oxford, 1969), 106–9. The pragmatic, adaptive approach recommended in 
this letter contrasts markedly with Gregory’s earlier, tougher modus operandi; see 
P. Orton, ‘Burning Idols, Burning Bridges: Bede, Conversion and Beowulf’, LSE 36 
(2005), 5–46 at 15–8. 
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idols—presumably often wooden statues of Germanic gods—should 
be destroyed, the shrines containing them should be blessed with 
holy water and converted into houses for Christian altars and relics. 
Similarly, their sacrifices of cattle to devils (Germanic gods) should be 
converted into slaughters of cattle for food and accompanied by praise 
of God for his generosity. Gregory’s recommendation is pragmatic: ut 
dum eis aliqua exterius gaudia reseruantur, ad interiora gaudia consentire 
facilius ualeant. Nam duris mentibus simul omnia abscidere inpossibile esse 
non dubium est ‘thus while some outward rejoicings are preserved, they 
will be able more easily to share in inward rejoicings. It is doubtless 
impossible to cut out everything at once from their stubborn minds’.41

From these findings it is apparent that, if we envisage a Beowulf-poet 
of mature years c. 700, he and presumably members of his audience 
had experienced, and continued to witness, complex times of religious 
and societal turbulence. These experiences would have influenced their 
outlooks on life. Some of these people would most likely have been 
converts to Christianity themselves. They would not be human if they 
did not retain some emotional attachment to their old ways or to some 
of the heathens they had known personally, not least their parents. 
Many such people would surely have welcomed efforts to incorporate 
aspects of the old ways into the new—to salvage important parts of their 
identity—or at least to smooth the transition to the new religion. 

In my view, Beowulf represents one such effort. Of course, the 
poem is not set in seventh- or eighth-century Mercia or anywhere 
else in Anglo-Saxon England, notwithstanding the poet’s possible 
hints of monstrous mearcstapan ‘Mercia(?)-steppers’.42 But if my view 
is correct, the poem subtly assuages what for many Anglo-Saxons 
must have been extreme concern about the fate of deceased ancestors 
who had not known or accepted Christ. Were those people damned 
for eternity, regardless of their character and actions? Was there no 
hope of salvation for even the best of them? Many people must have 
asked such questions, and the official answers would often have been 

41  Colgrave and Mynors, Bede’s Ecclesiastical History, 108–9.
42  Grendel is introduced as a mearcstapa ‘mark/march-stepper’ (103); he and his mother 

are mearcstapan ‘mark/march-steppers’ (1348); and Grendel mearcað ‘makes a mark’ 
(450) in their haunts in Denmark, before being killed by a hero from Wedermearc 
‘We(a)thermark’ (298). These words might pun on Mierce ‘Mercia’, from mearc 
‘mark/march, borderland’; cf. Damico, Beowulf and the Grendel-Kin, 183.
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uncompromisingly bleak. By contrast, Beowulf appears to offer hope, 
though only subtly and obliquely, through hints and ambiguities, 
not forthright answers.43 Understandably, the poet mainly addresses 
such inflammatory questions delicately, through the ambiguous use 
of allusive mythological symbolism,44 which raises potential for the 
salvation of at least the most virtuous men of old. This he does from a 
safe temporal and geographical distance. He treats events of long ago 
and far away, but initially in a country, Denmark, with which many 
Englishmen would still feel some ancestral connection, and whose 
people implicitly serve as ‘the imaginative stand-ins of the poem’s 
Anglo-Saxon audience’.45

That the poet recognized and to some extent respected the heathen 
status of his characters, and presumably knew that at least some of 
his audience did too, is indicated by his apparent decision not to 
‘update’ them into Christians. In fact, not only do none of his characters 
mention Christ or Christian practices, but neither, explicitly, does the 
poet speaking in his own voice.46 What he appears to do instead is 
‘the best he can’,47 reasonably, for the best of them: he portrays them 
as virtuous believers in a single benign deity, whom they address in 
terms compatible with the Judaeo-Christian God, whereas, in reality, 
pre-Christian Scandinavians were probably polytheists, even if they 
may have had a single favourite or governing god. Encouraged by the 
identification of Grendel and his mother as devilish descendants of the 
Old Testament fratricide Cain (102–14, 1258–66), and later perhaps by 
a reference to ealde riht ‘old law’ (2330), a sympathetic Anglo-Saxon 

43  Cf. E. G. Stanley, ‘Hæthenra Hyht in Beowulf’, in S. B. Greenfield (ed.), Studies in Old 
English Literature in Honor of Arthur G. Brodeur (Oregon, 1963), 136–51 at 151: ‘His 
[the Beowulf-poet’s] poetic art is poor in proclamations and assurances, but rich in 
dark hints and ambiguities.’

44  Cf. Frog, ‘Mythology in Cultural Practice’, 38: ‘mythic symbols are generally 
characterized by ambiguity: they can be interpreted flexibly and in varying ways’. 
For prior discussion of multivalent symbolism in Beowulf, see Risden, Beasts of Time, 
which stresses that the poet ‘makes use not of allegory but of apocalyptic symbols 
that would suggest many possible meanings to his audience’ (114).

45  C. R. Davis, Beowulf and the Demise of Germanic Legend in England (New York, 1996), 
108. 

46  Beowulf does, however, refer to the miclan domes ‘Great Judgement’ (978), and the 
curse on the dragon’s gold was to last until domes dæg ‘the Day of Judgement [i.e., 
Doomsday]’ (3069).

47  T. A. Shippey, Beowulf (London, 1978), 43; supported by Davis, Beowulf and the 
Demise, 182.
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audience would naturally equate this single deity with the God of the 
Old Testament, who was also the God of the New Testament. In other 
words, the Anglo-Saxons’ Christian God is effectively smuggled into the 
poem by inference. What is more, since Christianity taught that there 
was only ever one true deity, who created all things and who governed 
all peoples at all times, noble pre-Christians must, in a sense, always 
have attended to God through their appreciation of, and care for, his 
creations, albeit inadequately due to their ignorance of his true nature 
and requirements.48 This implicitly puts those good people—whom 
the poet does not label ‘heathens’ (for him a pejorative term)—on the 
path to salvation, whether or not they would all reach that destination.49 
He strongly implies that at least two would by recording firstly, in 
Beowulf’s words, how in death King Hreðel, Beowulf’s grandfather, 
Godes leoht geceas ‘chose God’s light’ (2469); and secondly, in his own 
words, how Beowulf’s sawol ‘soul’ departed secean soðfæstra dom ‘to seek 
the glory/judgement of the righteous’ (2820).50

Many of the poem’s worst Danes do not receive the same sympathetic 
treatment: the poet does label them ‘heathens’ (hæþenra 179).51 In an 
uncharacteristically forthright passage early in the poem,52 he explicitly 

48  Cf. C. Donahue, ‘Beowulf and Christian Tradition: A Reconsideration from a Celtic 
Stance’, Traditio 21 (1965), 55–116 at 60, 76; Orton, ‘Burning Idols’, 32.

49  These are my views, but the religious status of the poem’s characters, and the nature 
and extent of its Christianity, are disputed topics. Discussions include M. A. Parker, 
Beowulf and Christianity (New York, 1987); P. Cavill, ‘Christianity and Theology in 
Beowulf’, in P. Cavill (ed.), The Christian Tradition in Anglo-Saxon England: Approaches 
to Current Scholarship and Teaching (Cambridge, 2004), 15–39. Readers of this book, 
who might include practitioners of modern heathenry, should note that I do not 
use ‘heathen’ as a pejorative term; I use it simply in the sense ‘non-/pre-Christian 
Germanic’. The same goes for ‘pagan’.

50  See the notes on these expressions in KB. The latter expression stops 
unpresumptuously short of saying that Beowulf’s soul actually attained eternal 
glory in heaven. However, after composing so much about the marvellous 
achievements and virtues of a hero eulogized as monna mildust ond mon(ðw)ærust 
‘the most benevolent and kindest of men’ (3181), the poet surely thought the 
scales should be weighted heavily in Beowulf’s favour. On the Judaeo-Christian 
significance of the phrase monna mildust, see G. Wieland, ‘Manna Mildost: Moses 
and Beowulf’, Pacific Coast Philology 23 (1988), 86–93. Many interpretations have 
impugned or damned Beowulf partly in the mistaken belief that he was subject to 
the curse on the dragon’s heathen hoard; see Cooke, ‘Who Cursed Whom?’.

51  Grendel is also branded a ‘heathen’ (852, 986), as is the dragon’s cursed hoard (2216, 
2276).

52  Some scholars deem this passage wholly or partly interpolated; see KB, 128; B. 
Slade, ‘Untydras ealle; Grendel, Cain, and Vŗtra. Indo-European śruti and Christian 
smrti in Beowulf’, In Geardagum 27 (2007), 1–32 at 10–11.
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condemns the devil-worship resorted to by many Danes during the 
twelve years in which Grendel preyed on them almost like a recurring 
plague:53

Þæt wæs wræc micel  wine Scyldinga,
modes brecða.  Monig oft gesæt,
rice to rune,  ræd eahtedon,
hwæt swiðferhðum  selest wære
wið færgryrum  to gefremmanne.
Hwilum hie geheton  æt hærgtrafum
wigweorþunga,  wordum bædon
þæt him gastbona  geoce gefremede
wið þeodþreaum —  swylc wæs þeaw hyra,
hæþenra hyht.  Helle gemundon
in modsefan,  metod hie ne cuþon,
dæda demend,  ne wiston hie drihten God,
ne hie huru heofena helm  herian ne cuþon,
wuldres waldend.  Wa bið þæm ðe sceal
þurh sliðne nið  sawle bescufan
in fyres fæþm,  frofre ne wenan,
wihte gewendan!  Wel bið þæm þe mot
æfter deaðdæge  drihten secean
ond to fæder fæþmum  freoðo wilnian! (170–88)

That was a great misery to the friend of the Scyldingas [i.e., Hroðgar], a grief 
of the spirit. Many often sat, powerful ones in council, considered what was 
advisable, what would be best for the strong-minded to do against sudden 
terrors. At times they made vows of idol-worship at hill(?)-temples, requested 
that the soul/demon-slayer bring them aid in their national distress—such 
was their custom, the hope of heathens. They brought to mind Hell, they did 
not acknowledge the Measurer, the Judge of Deeds, they did not accept the 
Lord God,54 nor, indeed, did they know to praise the Helmet of the Heavens, 
the Ruler of Glory. Woe will be to the one who, through dire affliction, shall 
shove his soul into the fire’s embrace, (who shall) not expect comfort, for 
anything to change at all! Well will it be for the one who, after his death-day, 
can seek the Lord and ask for protection in the Father’s embrace!

53  For further thoughts on Grendel as a disease-demon, see Chapter 12.
54  On the interpretation of the verbs cuþon and wiston, both of which literally mean 

‘knew’, in this passage, see Wentersdorf, ‘Beowulf’, 107–12. 
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To be sure, this is not explicitly a condemnation of the heinous sin of 
apostasy, but given the poem’s otherwise sympathetic portrayal of 
the Danes, it is rather suggestive of the backsliding to heathenism that 
accompanied the plague in seventh-century England.55 At any rate, it 
seems that here the poet is careful not to implicate Hroðgar, king of the 
Danes, in the devil-worship practised by many of his noblemen.56 Unlike 
them, but like Beowulf, Hroðgar remains, in my view, a virtuous man 
throughout the poem, albeit one without direct knowledge of Christ.

As many scholars have observed, Hroðgar resembles an Old 
Testament patriarch.57 This is an important resemblance, as salvation 
for such virtuous pre-Christians was believed to have been forthcoming 
through Christ’s Harrowing of Hell at Easter. This was an apocryphal 
tradition, treated in various Old English texts, according to which 
Christ, having died on the Cross, descended to Hell where he redeemed 
virtuous pre-Christians from Satan’s captivity. I (following others) am 
confident that the poet evokes this tradition during his hero’s adventure 
in the Danish mere, which sees Beowulf first decapitate Grendel’s mother 
and then behead Grendel himself. The Harrowing tradition is likely to 
have been of especial interest and comfort to Christian Anglo-Saxons 
concerned for the fate of heathen forebears, as it implicitly offered hope 
that virtuous people might be saved even if they had not known Christ.

Aspects of Beowulf’s adventure in the mere and its aftermath are the 
focus of the present study, this being the episode that forms Beowulf’s 
structural centre and represents a highlight in terms of drama and 
imagery. More specifically, the following pages investigate the nature of 
the two swords with which Beowulf attacked the monsters of the mere, 
the first of which, called Hrunting, failed in its task; they also aim to 
offer fresh insights into the mythological aspects of these monsters (and 
others, including the climactic dragon), of Beowulf himself and of the 
mere-episode in general. My prime interest, however, is in the second of 
these two swords, a huge weapon forged by giants but perhaps unnamed, 
which the hero discovered at the bottom of the mere and with which 
he beheaded both of the devilish giants who lived there. I argue that 

55  See Wentersdorf, ‘Beowulf’, 118; Orton, ‘Burning Idols’, 9. It is noteworthy that even 
here, the poet mentions only God, in various ways, not Christ.

56  For a different view, see Orton, ‘Burning Idols’, 31. 
57  E.g., J. R. R. Tolkien, ‘Beowulf: The Monsters and the Critics’, in C. Tolkien (ed.), J. 

R. R. Tolkien: The Monsters and the Critics and Other Essays (London, 1983), 5–48 at 40.
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this great weapon, which I henceforth call ‘the giant sword’,58 held great 
significance for both Christians and heathens, and that a remarkable 
image of its blade ‘waning’ by a process of melting and burning in hot 
monster-blood (1605–17) is interpretable chiefly as a subtle symbol of 
the transition from Germanic paganism to Christianity.59

That my principal concern with the giant sword is neither misplaced 
nor exaggerated is suggested not just by the wondrous nature of its 
blade’s demise. The sword is introduced in superlative terms when 
first spotted by Beowulf, whose discovery of it fulfils the will of God 
(1554–6), from whom it is evidently a divine gift:60

Geseah ða on searwum  sigeeadig bil,
ealdsweord eotenisc,  ecgum þyhtig,
wigena weorðmynd.  Þæt wæs wæpna cyst, 
buton hit wæs mare  ðonne ænig mon oðer
to beadulace  ætberan meahte,
god ond geatolic,  giganta geweorc.
He gefeng þa fetelhilt,  freca Scyldinga,
hreoh ond heorogrim,  hringmæl gebrægd … (1557–64)

He saw then among the armour a victory-eager bill [i.e., sword], a giantish 
old-sword, doughty in its edges, the pride of warriors. It was the choicest of 
weapons, except that it was more [i.e., larger] than any other man might bear 
into battle-play [i.e., battle], good and splendid/well-equipped,61 the work of 
giants.62 He seized then the ringed/chained/belted(?) hilt,63 the champion of 
the Scyldingas,64 savage and sword-grim, drew the ring-marked (sword) …

58  It is not to be confused with Wiglaf’s ealdsweord etonisc ‘giantish old-sword’ (2616) 
or Eofor’s ealdsweord eotonisc (2979). However, both these warriors are relatives of 
Beowulf, and the descriptions of their swords echo that of the giant sword.

59  Cf. E. John, ‘Beowulf and the Limits of Literature—II’, New Blackfriars 52 (1971), 
196–200 at 196: ‘My instinct tells me that the mysterious and fallible swords Beowulf 
used in his fights have an important significance not yet elucidated, but I do not 
think we shall ever know what it is.’

60  See K. Gould, ‘Beowulf and Folktale Morphology: God as Magical Donor’, Folklore 96 
(1985), 98–103.

61  Geatolic ‘splendid’, ‘well-equipped’, ‘ready’ probably puns on ‘Geat-ly’, which 
would make the sword ideal for Beowulf.

62  A pun on giganta weorc ‘giants’ affliction/pain’ is conceivable.
63  See DOE s.v. fetel-hilt.
64  For this interpretation, see A. Reider, ‘On the Epithet freca Scyldinga for Beowulf, a 

Geat (Beowulf, line 1563b)’, N&Q 62 (2015), 185–8. Scyldingas ‘Shieldings’ was the 
name of the Danish royal house.
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More details about the giant sword emerge later in Beowulf’s speech to 
Hroðgar upon returning from the mere. Beowulf reports: on wage geseah 
wlitig hangian / ealdsweord eacen ‘I saw hanging beautiful on the wall [of 
the monsters’ lair] an increased65 old-sword’ (1662–3), a hildebil ‘battle-
bill’ (1666), a brogdenmæl ‘wavy-patterned object [i.e., a sword with a 
pattern-welded blade]’ (1667).

Additionally, after the sword’s blade has melted away, when Beowulf 
presents its hilt to Hroðgar we hear that it is gylden ‘golden’ (1677), the 
enta ærgeweorc ‘early/ancient work of giants’ (1679), the wundorsmiþa 
geweorc ‘work of wonder-smiths’ (1681). The passage containing these 
details merits quotation in full for its threefold repetition of the sword’s 
presentation, a rhetorical technique that produces a sharpening of 
focus and a slackening of pace analogous to a slow-motion close-up 
repeated from slightly different angles. It is indicative of an event of 
great importance and solemnity:66

Ða wæs gylden hilt  gamelum rince, 
harum hildfruman  on hand gyfen, 
enta ærgeweorc.  Hit on æht gehwearf, 
æfter deofla hryre,  Denigea frean, 
wundorsmiþa geweorc.  Ond þa þas worold ofgeaf 
gromheort guma,  Godes ondsaca, 
morðres scyldig,  ond his modor eac, 
on geweald gehwearf  woroldcyninga 
ðæm selestan  be sæm tweonum, 
ðara þe on Scedenigge  sceattas dælde. (1677–86)

Then the golden hilt [or ‘Golden Hilt’?], the ancient work of giants, was given 
into the hand of the old man, the hoary battle-chief. It, the work of wonder-
smiths, passed [or, better, ‘returned’?],67 after the fall of devils [i.e., Grendel 

65  I.e., supernaturally fortified (probably); see B. Moore, ‘Eacen in Beowulf and Other 
Old English Poetry’, ELN 13 (1976), 161–5; J. R. R. Tolkien, Beowulf: A Translation and 
Commentary together with Sellic Spell, ed. C. Tolkien (London, 2014), 302. Similarly, 
Beowulf beheaded Grendel’s mother with the eacnum ecgum ‘increased edges’ of the 
giant sword (2140). I return to the term eacen in Chapter 16.

66  On the importance of weapon-giving in the poem, see D. C. Van Meter, ‘The 
Ritualized Presentation of Weapons and the Ideology of Nobility in Beowulf’, JEGP 
95 (1996), 175–89. 

67  DOE s.v. gehweorfan records the sense ‘to return’ with reference to persons 
especially. But since, as we shall see in Chapter 3, the giant sword was conceptually 
an animate, sentient extension of Beowulf’s arm, this sense may be entertained 
here. 
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and his mother?], into the possession of the Danes’ lord. And when the fierce-
hearted man, God’s enemy [i.e., Grendel], guilty of murder, gave up this 
world—and his mother, too—it passed [or ‘returned’?] into the control of the 
best of world-kings between the two seas, of those who distributed treasures 
in Skåne [i.e., the Danish realm].

No less arresting, in a different way, is the poet’s subsequent description 
of the giant sword’s hilt as Hroðgar beheld it:

        hylt sceawode, 
ealde lafe,  on ðæm wæs or writen 
fyrngewinnes —  syðþan flod ofsloh, 
gifen geotende,  giganta cyn, 
frecne geferdon;  þæt wæs fremde þeod 
ecean dryhtne;  him þæs endelean 
þurh wæteres wylm  waldend sealde. 
Swa wæs on ðæm scennum  sciran goldes
þurh runstafas  rihte gemearcod, 
geseted ond gesæd,  hwam þæt sweord geworht,
irena cyst,  ærest wære, 
wreoþenhilt ond wyrmfah. (1687–98)

He examined the hilt, the old leaving/heirloom, on which was inscribed the 
origin of ancient strife—then the Flood, the pouring sea, slew the race of 
giants (they fared [or ‘behaved’?] terribly); that people was estranged from 
the eternal Lord; for that the Ruler gave them end-reward through water’s 
surging. Thus it was on the guards/hilt-plates(?) of shining gold by means 
of rune-staves [i.e., runic letters] rightly marked, set down and said, for [less 
likely, ‘by’]68 whom that sword was first wrought, the choicest of irons, with 
wrapped hilt and worm-patterning.

This complex passage has been the subject of much scholarly debate.69 
For now, it is sufficient simply to note the poet’s emphasis on the hilt, 

68  See KB, 213. In my view, this passage does not indicate that the hilt was inscribed 
with the name of the sword’s original owner or maker, as some scholars assume.

69  See especially S. H. Horowitz, ‘The Sword Imagery in Beowulf: An Augustinian 
Interpretation’ (unpublished doctoral thesis, University of New York at Binghamton, 
1978), 113–31; M. Osborn, ‘The Great Feud: Scriptural History and Strife in Beowulf’, 
PMLA 93 (1978), 973–81 at 977–8; A. J. Frantzen, Desire for Origins: New Language, 
Old English, and Teaching the Tradition (New Brunswick, 1990), 184–9; R. J. Schrader, 
‘The Language on the Giant’s Sword Hilt in Beowulf’, NM 94 (1993), 141–7; M. R. 
Near, ‘Anticipating Alienation: Beowulf and the Intrusion of Literacy’, PMLA 108 
(1993), 320–32; J. I. McNelis III, ‘The Sword Mightier than the Pen? Hrothgar’s Hilt, 
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evasiveness about the precise nature of the inscription, and reticence 
about the identity of the sword’s original owner. The sword impresses 
as a unique weapon of great importance, one probably linked to Judaeo-
Christian tradition and divine retribution against giants.

Suggestive evidence that the giant sword may have left such an 
impression on at least one Anglo-Saxon who knew the poem comes 
immediately after Beowulf in the Nowell Codex. It appears that Beowulf 
was originally the last text in this manuscript, but since at least some 
time after 1731, when the manuscript was first foliated, it has been 
followed by an acephalous text of another Old English poem about the 
Biblical heroine Judith, this text having been written by the same scribe 
who recorded the last twelve-hundred-odd lines of Beowulf. Whether 
or not Judith was originally the first poem in the Nowell Codex, as 
some have suggested, it may be no coincidence that the highlight of 
this version of her story sees Judith, fortified by divine courage, behead 
the devilish heathen general Holofernes as he lay dead drunk on his 
bed using a sword apparently discovered in his abode (a description 
much expanded from the Biblical account), and then take his head to 
the shining city of Bethulia.70 This parallels Beowulf’s use of the giant 
sword to decapitate the lifeless heathen Grendel on his bed, followed 
by the hero’s departure for the shining hall of Heorot along with the 
giant’s head.71

For me, though, it is the extended image of the blade’s melting—
not paralleled in Judith—that impresses most. As we shall see in full, 

Theory, and Theology’, in M. J. Toswell and E. M. Tyler (ed.), Studies in English 
Language and Literature: ‘Doubt Wisely’, Papers in Honour of E. G. Stanley (Abingdon, 
1996), 175–85; D. Cronan, ‘The Origin of Ancient Strife in Beowulf’, North-Western 
European Language Evolution (NOWELE) 31–2 (1997), 57–68; M. Sharma, ‘Metalepsis 
and Monstrosity: The Boundaries of Narrative Structure in Beowulf’, SP 102 
(2005), 247–79; A. Seiler, ‘The Function of the Sword-Hilt Inscription in Beowulf’, 
in S. Chevalier and T. Honegger (ed.), Words, Words, Words: Philology and Beyond. 
Festschrift for Andreas Fischer on the Occasion of his 65th Birthday (Tübingen, 2012), 
181–97; T. Birkett, Reading the Runes in Old English and Old Norse Poetry (Abingdon, 
2017), chapter 1, https://doi.org/10.4324/9781315603780; D. Cronan, ‘Hroðgar and 
the Gylden Hilt in Beowulf’, Traditio 72 (2017), 109–32.

70  See M. Griffith (ed.), Judith (Exeter, 1997); T.-A. Cooper, ‘Judith in Late Anglo-Saxon 
England’, in K. R. Brine, E. Ciletti and H. Lähnemann (ed.), The Sword of Judith: 
Judith Studies Across the Disciplines (Cambridge, 2010), 169–96 at 178–80.

71  Given that I go on to compare Beowulf to Skírnir, the implicitly radiant emissary 
of the Norse god who commanded the sun and the world of elves, it may also be 
noteworthy that Judith is described as ælfscinu ‘elf-bright’ (14). 

https://doi.org/10.4324/9781315603780
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the poet describes how the blade of the giant sword, which I believe 
to be radiant with sunlight, waned (i.e., dwindled) hildegicelum ‘with 
battle-icicles’ (presumably semi-molten strands of iron), and declares 
it a wundra sum ‘great wonder’ that it melted ise gelicost ‘just like ice’ 
(1606–7). It is this image that forms my study’s point of departure and 
return.

This book has two main parts between the present Introduction and 
the Conclusion. 

Part I, comprising Chapters 2, 3 and 4, examines medieval 
descriptions of swords in terms of ice/icicles, candles and crosses in an 
attempt to interpret symbolic aspects of Beowulf’s image of the melting 
giant sword, which I suggest allude to prominent symbols of Easter.

Chapter 2 begins by surveying previous scholars’ comments 
on this image, which in my view fail to explain it adequately. I then 
adduce descriptions of swords in terms of ice and icicles in later Old 
Norse skaldic poetry, which, notably, seem most significant for their 
differences to the giant sword’s melting.

Chapter 3 argues that an important aspect of the image may have 
been overlooked—namely that the melting giant sword is implicitly 
likened to a burning wax candle. I find other radiant ‘candle-swords’ 
in medieval Irish and Norse texts, though none that melt. Especially 
significant may be an instance from the Old Norse Hjálmþés saga ok 
Ölvis ‘Saga of Hjálmþér and Ölvir’: a ‘corpse-candle’ called Snarvendill 
in the possession of a monstrous female called Vargeisa. Vargeisa 
appears analogous to Grendel’s mother, and she yields the ‘corpse-
candle’ to a hero called Hjálmþer who seems comparable to Beowulf. 
Also noteworthy is the ‘candle’ of another monstrous Norse female, 
Grýla, who likewise appears comparable in many respects to Grendel’s 
mother. Grýla’s ‘candle’ is actually a large icicle, which might also have 
been conceptualized as a sword. Her ‘icicle-candle’ does not represent 
a wholly satisfactory parallel to Beowulf’s candle-sword that melts like 
icicles, but it nonetheless merits consideration in this context. Finally, 
I suggest a Christian dimension to the image of the giant sword as a 
symbol of both the sun and a candle, perhaps even the traditionally 
large Paschal Candle. If present, this dimension exists very subtly—I 
stress that the poet’s technique throughout appears allusively symbolic, 
not mechanically allegorical. 
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Chapter 4 continues to investigate the symbolism of the giant sword. 
I suggest that this weapon, both before its melting and especially 
after being reduced to its golden hilt, may well also intimate the other 
principal symbol of Easter, namely the Cross of Christ.

Part II, comprising Chapters 5 to 15, investigates further the possible 
Anglo-Saxon and Norse mythical background to, and the significance 
of, Beowulf’s fight with Grendel’s mother, the giant sword and 
Hrunting. Likely celestial aspects of these swords, Beowulf, Grendel, 
Grendel’s mother, and of other aspects of the mere-episode and the 
broader poem—together with many of its analogues—are revealed 
in this part of my investigation. I examine evidence, much of it 
comparative, from five main groups of sources: Beowulf itself; preceding 
Old English texts in Cotton Vitellius A.xv; analogous Anglo-Saxon texts 
in other manuscripts; comparable episodes in medieval Icelandic and 
Scandinavian texts, especially Old Norse poems and sagas; and, more 
controversially, Finnish folk-poetry recorded in the nineteenth century. 
Additionally, I refer to one of the Grimm Brothers’ fairy tales and to an 
evocative English folk-tale from Lincolnshire. If Beowulf recedes from 
focus for periods during Part II, and my argument therefore appears 
somewhat etiolated, I request the reader’s patience while I examine 
analogous texts in order to gather comparative evidence to support my 
proposals about Beowulf. It is my hope, too, that the intrinsic interest of 
these texts will itself sustain the reader’s attention.

Chapter 5 addresses the question of who may be the rightful 
owner of the giant sword. I argue that there is reason to think that this 
giant-made weapon was originally the possession of a righteous solar 
deity, from whom Grendel stole or arrogated it, quite possibly with 
his mother’s approval. If this was the case, the monsters’ motivation 
probably combined a desire for self-protection with a lust for sunlight. I 
adduce a parallel in the theft of the lightning-hammer of Þórr, the Norse 
thunder-god, and highlight the recurrent theme of thievery in Beowulf. I 
end this chapter with remarks on the basis for detecting Germanic myth 
in the poem.

Chapter 6 investigates the potential significance of two of Hroðgar’s 
grand titles. They indicate that his people were devotees of a god or 
demigod called Ing, the only pagan divinity named (clearly at least) 
in the poem. He appears equatable with the better-known god Ingvi/
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Yngvi-Freyr, or simply Freyr, of Norse mythology. I acknowledge that it 
is arguable whether much significance for the meaning of Beowulf may 
be read into Hroðgar’s Ing-titles, but pursue the possibility that it may. 
Hroðgar, I tentatively suggest, was Ing’s human representative, possibly 
even, as frea ‘lord’, his incarnation. Examination of the (admittedly scant) 
Old English evidence for Ing raises the possibility that he was a god of 
heavenly light, who perhaps ploughed his land and sowed his crops 
by night as the constellation Boötes, before growing them by day as the 
sun-god. Also examined is evidence suggesting that Hroðgar may have 
given an ancestral sword of Ing to Beowulf, who subsequently wielded 
it as king of the Geats.

Chapter 7 focuses on Fǫr Skírnis ‘Skírnir’s Journey’, an Old Norse 
Eddic poem about the quest undertaken by Skírnir, Freyr’s emissary, to 
win for his master a radiant giantess called Gerðr. I argue that this poem 
contains a series of overlooked parallels to Beowulf’s mere-episode. 
Examination of correspondences between these texts, supplemented by 
other Old Norse accounts, suggests that, despite ostensible differences, 
they may preserve variants of much the same underlying myth. It 
seems especially significant that Gerðr appears situated, like Grendel’s 
mother, in a fire-enclosed environment both marine and terrestrial, and 
that the texts’ similarities extend to the weapons used by their heroes. 
Here Freyr’s sword seems to correspond principally to Hrunting, 
while a mysterious twig-weapon called a (or the) gambanteinn, which 
Skírnir wields subsequently, appears to parallel principally the giant 
sword; in both poems the distinction between the two weapons is 
somewhat blurred. Parallels in Hjálmþés saga corroborate Gerðr’s close 
association with the sea and point to another manifestation of the idea 
that a monstrous female, analogous to Grendel’s mother, greedily 
took temporary possession of Snarvendill, a blade comparable to the 
giant sword. Finally in this chapter, I examine a curious passage from 
a twelfth- or thirteenth- century English chronicle which might have 
some bearing on matters.

Chapter 8 turns to Svipdagsmál ‘The Lay of Svipdagr’, a more 
neglected Old Norse mythological poem (or rather poems). Its hero’s 
quest to claim a sun-like maiden is rather suggestive of Skírnir’s quest 
for Gerðr. My examination uncovers, among other things, a giantess 
called Sinmara who guards another remarkable twig-weapon, called 
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Lævateinn, beneath a ‘milling’ maelstrom. Sinmara appears analogous 
to Grendel’s mother, who similarly possessed the giant sword beneath 
turbulent, grasping waters. Additionally, Lævateinn appears to have 
been concealed beneath the whirlpool by the arch-thief Loki, who had 
plucked it—doubtless illicitly—from what was probably a radiant 
branch of the world-tree. This encourages the suspicion that the giant 
sword was also a stolen solar weapon. Other parallels suggest that 
Lævateinn, like the gambanteinn, bears some relation to the mistletoe-
weapon which slew the god Baldr. I conclude this chapter by adducing 
comparable whirlpool-giantesses in other Old Norse sagas.

Chapter 9 describes the solar attributes of Freyr and the likely 
purifying function of Skírnir and his weaponry. I advance parallels 
between Beowulf’s cleansing of Heorot with the giant sword and, 
following that sword’s melting, his purification of the mere and the 
implicit arrival of the thawing sun in springtime.

Chapter 10 continues to examine the mythology of Freyr by focussing 
on his connection with the stag. Freyr, having lost his sword, used an 
antler to slay a giant. Since he was shining when he did so, his antler 
may well have been solar. Comparably, Hroðgar is associated with 
the stag through his lordship of, and implicit identification with, his 
hall Heorot ‘Hart’, which shone in a manner suggestive of the sun. An 
identification of Hroðgar with a stag hunted by hounds and with an 
antler-hilted(?) sword—the giant sword—hidden in Grendel’s mere 
is implied by a punning passage describing a stag-hunt shortly before 
Beowulf enters the mere. In support of these suggestions, I adduce 
evidence for the concept of a solar stag more widely in early Europe, 
along with Old Norse myths about the hunting and devouring of the 
sun by wolfish lunar eclipse-monsters. These, I argue, may include 
an old female giantess and her son, a pitchfork-wielding wolf-troll, in 
the Eddic poem Vǫluspá ‘The Prophecy of the Seeress’, and the earliest 
surviving detailed depiction of Ragnarǫk, the Norse apocalypse, carved 
on the Viking Age Gosforth Cross in Cumbria, England. Also significant 
may be traditions about the folkloric Man in the Moon, who stole 
twigs—originally, I suggest, beams of sunlight.

Chapter 11 continues the theme of moon-creatures as thieves of 
sunlight by analyzing an Old English riddle. Riddle 29 of the Exeter Book 
describes how a horned creature made off with sunlight and concealed 
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this booty in its home, until another creature arrived on the scene 
and reclaimed its possession. The two creatures are identifiable most 
immediately as a crescent moon and the morning sun. I argue that they 
bear comparison to Grendel and Beowulf, respectively.

Chapter 12 aims to provide further evidence for the treatment of 
this basic mythic theme in Old English poetry by venturing a related 
interpretation of the obscure metrical charm Wið dweorh ‘Against a 
Dwarf’. I argue that the incantatory section of this text describes the 
arrival of a sun-deity or solar emissary to reclaim a radiant draught-
horse, which by night had taken the form of (or been possessed by) a 
lunar dwarf and concealed itself (or been hidden) inside the skull of 
a human, who consequently suffered a convulsive fever. The sun-god 
or a solar emissary harnessed this errant dwarf-horse, which may also 
have had a cervine aspect, to his chariot and then journeyed into the 
sky, perhaps over the cooling sea, with the result that the patient’s fever 
cooled. Again, the argument is bolstered by parallels in Old English 
and Old Norse literature. Especially noteworthy for the appreciation 
of Beowulf may be correspondences between the dwarf’s invasion and 
occupation of a human’s head and Grendel’s invasion and occupation 
of Heorot, which caused Hroðgar mental suffering.

Chapter 13 attempts to interpret two obscure stanzas concerning 
a buried, probably solar, antler in Sólarljóð ‘The Song of the Sun’, an 
Old Norse poem which refers explicitly to a solar stag. I endeavour to 
interpret them on two levels—Christian and heathen Germanic—and 
relate them to the mere-episode of Beowulf. My Christian interpretation 
sees the antler, which is recovered by God from a dwarf (probably), as 
a symbol of the Cross, perhaps also of the souls of the righteous in Hell. 
From a Germanic perspective, these stanzas may represent another 
recreation of a heathen myth about a lunar creature’s illicit concealment 
of sunlight and its repossession by a sun-god or his emissaries. It is 
of considerable interest, too, that the solar antler comparable to the 
radiant giant sword is probably associated with Freyr’s close relatives. 
Furthermore, the identity of those relatives may indicate that the solar 
antler was once, like the giant sword, submerged beneath the waves.

Chapter 14 marshals evidence to strengthen the possibility that 
Grendel and his mother are, like analogous characters adduced earlier, 
creatures identified with the moon, especially during its waning or dark 
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phase. This evidence, which also raises the possibility of a similar lunar 
nature for the poem’s climactic dragon, comes from preceding texts 
in Cotton Vitellius A.xv; one of the Grimms’ fairy tales; a Lincolnshire 
folk-tale about the ‘dead’ moon; the language of Beowulf itself, including 
its use of wan/won and wanian (words of ‘waning’) and of nið, a noun 
which, I suggest, sometimes refers to the waning or dark phase of the 
moon;72 the Old Norse revenant Glámr as an analogue of Grendel; 
further examples of Old Norse lunar giantesses comparable to Grendel’s 
mother; and more general congruences between Grendel and his mother 
and traditions about the moon in world mythology. This long chapter 
aims to demonstrate the widespread presence of lunar creatures in 
Germanic literatures and thereby increase the likelihood that they may 
inhabit Beowulf, too. If I am correct, the most important findings of this 
chapter are that Grendel’s mother and her son may well be previously 
unrecognized counterparts of Vǫluspá’s old female giantess and her 
son, the sun-seizing lunar pitchforker (himself akin to the Man in the 
Moon)—and that, if Beowulf’s climactic fire-drake equates to the dragon 
Niðhǫggr ‘Waning/Dark-Moon Striker’ of Vǫluspá, then all three of the 
Old English poem’s main monsters find parallel, in the same order, in 
the most admired poem of Old Norse mythology.

Chapter 15 examines the Beowulf-poet’s description of Grendel’s 
mother as a ‘sword-greedy she-wolf’ of the sea. I propose that this 
characterization may identify her, if only fleetingly, as a wolfish fish, 
perhaps specifically a pike, with an appetite for swords of heavenly 
light. This idea finds parallel more or less closely in Finnish accounts 
of a pike’s swallowing of a spark of heavenly fire or of golden eggs 
from which the sun was formed; in Old Norse accounts of pike that 
swallowed, or trembled on, swords analogous to Beowulf’s giant sword; 
in a sun-devouring (and possibly solar-staff-swallowing) wolf-serpent 
on the Gosforth Cross; in ancient dragons such as the Babylonian 
Tiamat and Indian Vŗtra; and in the Christian identification of Hell as 
the mouth of a monstrous sea-creature.

My conclusion, in Chapter 16, reviews some of the key proposals of this 
study, which it supplements with fresh information and interpretation. 

72  For an illustrated overview of the moon’s phases, see E. C. Krupp, Beyond the Blue 
Horizon: Myths and Legends of the Sun, Moon, Stars, and Planets (New York, 1991), 
54–7.
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Myths encapsulated in Fǫr Skírnis and Svipdagsmál are further elucidated, 
the former especially by a new interpretation of the gambanteinn—a 
weapon analogous, in my view, to the giant sword—as essentially a ‘twig 
of tribute’. Such a twig, I argue, may well be represented, beside solar 
and lunar symbols, on the pommel of a sword-hilt bearing decoration in 
Anglo-Saxon style from Bedale, North Yorkshire, England. I re-emphasize 
the possible association of the giant sword with Ing/Yngvi-Freyr and his 
circle, and tentatively venture an explanation of its relationship—and 
fundamental consubstantiality—with Hrunting as a solar symbol. I end 
by offering my thoughts on the possible significance for an interpretation 
of Beowulf of the waning giant sword as a thought-provoking, inspiring 
symbol of transformative conversion.

Before proceeding with Part I, some observations on my general 
approach may be in order.

As much of this study interprets key aspects of Beowulf’s ‘three 
great fights’ from the perspective of solar and lunar mythology, it 
may appear old-fashioned or quaint to those familiar with trends in 
scholarly approaches both to this poem and to early literature in general. 
Interpretations in light of nature mythology have been out of vogue 
since the nineteenth century.73 In particular, the sun has long since set 
on the ‘school’ of solar mythology associated with scholars such as Max 
Müller.74 Many such interpretations are deemed to have suffered, not so 
much from their confidence in the presence of solar themes per se, but 
from their imposition of a preconceived mythological theme or pattern, 
their working toward ‘a predestined goal’.75 I have tried to avoid 
repeating this error by grounding my arguments as closely as possible 

73  See the survey of scholarship in J. D. Niles, ‘Myth and History’, in Bjork and Niles, 
Beowulf Handbook, 213–32. Karl Müllenhoff, for example, saw Grendel as a god or 
demon representing the wild North Sea at the time of the spring equinox, and the 
fire-dragon as a manifestation of the harsh weather of autumn; see T. A. Shippey 
and A. Haarder (ed.), Beowulf: The Critical Heritage (Abingdon, 1998), 283–6. The 
scholarly tide may, however, be turning again with the rise of ‘ecocriticism’. 
Recently, Gräslund, in Beowulfkvädet, has proposed that Beowulf’s main monsters 
and their surroundings represent aspects of climatic upheaval in Scandinavia, and 
its consequences for humanity, during the years 536–50 AD.

74  See R. M. Dorson, ‘The Eclipse of Solar Mythology’, JAF 68 (1955), 393–416. For a 
sympathetic summary of Müller’s work, see M. P. Carroll, ‘Some Third Thoughts 
on Max Müller and Solar Mythology’, European Journal of Sociology 26 (1985), 263–81, 
https://doi.org/10.1017/s0003975600004446 

75  Dorson, ‘Eclipse’, 399.

https://doi.org/10.1017/s0003975600004446
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in the words of Beowulf and, secondarily, its analogues, but whether I 
have consistently succeeded I must leave to the reader’s judgement.

Although I base my ideas as far as possible in the wording of 
Beowulf, I stress that this poem was neither composed nor transmitted 
in a vacuum. This means that other surviving texts from Anglo-Saxon 
England and medieval Iceland and Scandinavia may be relevant to 
its interpretation. Beowulf surely draws on a stock of oral Germanic 
traditions about the mytho-heroic past. Many, if not most, of these have 
no doubt been lost, but some probably survive, albeit in later, variant, 
recreated forms, in medieval Icelandic and Scandinavian texts, mostly 
of the thirteenth to fifteenth centuries. Especially notable among these 
are Old Norse Eddic poems, the Old Norse Prose Edda of the Icelander 
Snorri Sturluson (for which Eddic poems such as Vǫluspá and Fǫr Skírnis 
were major sources); numerous Old Norse sagas, and the Latin Gesta 
Danorum ‘History of the Danes’ of Saxo Grammaticus, all of which date 
from long after 700 in their surviving forms but are likely to contain 
themes and details stemming from earlier, heathen times.76

I use such sources extensively, albeit diffidently, in the belief that 
their perceived analogues to Beowulf stand in significant, if as yet 
undefined, relationships to Beowulf.77 If many of these texts draw on 

76  For selections of analogues to Beowulf in English translation or synopsis, see KB, 
Appendix A; G. N. Garmonsway, J. Simpson and H. Ellis Davidson, Beowulf and its 
Analogues (London, 1968); Magnús Fjalldal, ‘Beowulf and the Old Norse Two-Troll 
Analogues’, Neophilologus 97 (2013), 541–53. Major studies are J. M. Stitt, Beowulf 
and the Bear’s Son: Epic, Saga, and Fairytale in Northern Germanic Tradition (New 
York and London, 1992); C. Rauer, Beowulf and the Dragon: Parallels and Analogues 
(Cambridge, 2000); A. M. Bruce, Scyld and Scef: Expanding the Analogues (New York, 
2002), https://doi.org/10.4324/9781315860947. For a survey of scholarship, see T. M. 
Andersson, ‘Sources and Analogues’, in Beowulf Handbook, 125–48. Examination of 
the full range of instances of ‘The Bear’s Son’ type of folktale, of which the first 
half of Beowulf contains the earliest example, is beyond the scope of this study. 
Its essential features, including a huge or magical sword (comparable to the giant 
sword) with which the second of two monsters is dispatched, are summarized in J. 
McKinnell, ‘The Fantasy Giantess—Brana in Hálfdanar saga Brǫnufóstra’, in A. Ney, 
Á. Jakobsson and A. Lassen (ed.), Fornaldarsagaerne, Myter og virkelighed—Studier 
i de oldislandske fornaldarsögur Norðurlanda (Copenhagen, 2009), 201–22 at 203; 
see also J. M. Pizarro, ‘Transformations of the Bear’s Son Tale in the Sagas of the 
Hrafnistumenn’, Arv 32–3 (1976–7), 263–81.

77  That many of the names in these analogues are very different from those of Beowulf 
need not be perturbing. J. Fontenrose, Python: A Study of Delphic Myth and its Origins 
(New York, 1974), for example, shows how the same basic myth may be attached to 
differently named personages and different places in different cultures at different 
times.

https://doi.org/10.4324/9781315860947
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the same or a similar stock of traditions (stories, narrative-patterns and 
themes) as Beowulf, some may reflect direct or indirect knowledge of 
Beowulf (whether in its surviving version, or something close to it, or in 
the form of Gräslund’s proposed earlier, Nordic Beowulf). This second 
possibility seems likely for the most famous analogues, which appear 
in the fourteenth-century Icelandic Grettis saga Ásmundarsonar ‘Saga of 
Grettir Ásmundarson’, and for some others discussed below.78 Some 
of the analogous texts may do both. Then again, some may be new 
stories whose authors independently employed common mythological 
symbols—swords, candles, crosses, giants, etc.—in similar ways to 
Beowulf to describe the same, repeating natural phenomena. As such, 
whatever the complicated nature of the relationships involved, I assume 
that study of such texts may, in one or more ways, usefully inform 
an interpretation of Beowulf, and vice versa. Most Beowulf-scholars 
probably share this assumption, although it has not gone unchallenged 
with regard to Grettis saga.79 Should it ever be disproved (as seems 
improbable), the present study would be considerably weakened. 
Nevertheless, I believe sufficient evidence from Anglo-Saxon sources 
would remain for some of my findings about Beowulf to remain tenable.

By emphasizing the capacity of myths, mythological themes and 
mythic symbols to endure and recur over time,80 I acknowledge that 
much of this book swims against the tide of modern academic literary 

78  One analysis of the nature of the relationship of Grettis saga to Beowulf concludes: 
‘In the present state of our knowledge, the simplest explanation … is that the author 
of the saga was familiar with the poem or the tradition to which it belonged’; R. 
M. Scowcroft, ‘The Irish Analogues to Beowulf’, Speculum 74 (1999), 22–64 at 64. 
For the likelihood that work by another, later Old English author came to be used 
in medieval Iceland, see K. E. Gade, ‘Ælfric in Iceland’, in J. Quinn, K. Heslop and 
T. Wills (ed.), Learning and Understanding in the Old Norse World: Essays in Honour 
of Margaret Clunies Ross (Turnhout, 2007), 321–39. For thoughts on the possible 
relationship between Grettis saga and the early twelfth-century Anglo-Latin Gesta 
Herwardi ‘Exploits of Hereward’, see A. Orchard, ‘Hereward and Grettir: Brothers 
from Another Mother?’, in J. Turco (ed.), New Norse Studies: Essays on the Literature 
and Culture of Medieval Scandinavia (Ithaca, 2015), 7–59.

79  See Magnús Fjalldal, The Long Arm of Coincidence: The Frustrated Connection between 
Beowulf and Grettis saga (Toronto, 1998). Magnús essentially argues that these 
texts’ similarities are accidental, but note the critical reviews of his book by T. M. 
Andersson in Speculum 74 (1999), 739–41; A. Liberman in alvíssmál 9 (1999), 115–7; 
H. O’Donoghue in MÆ 69 (2000), 119–20; and P. A. Jorgensen in JEGP 99 (2000), 
91–5.

80  For a recent approach to mythology as a ‘symbolic matrix’, see Frog, ‘Mythology in 
Cultural Practice’.
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studies, which emphasizes the distinctive significance of individual texts 
in their own times, places and cultures. That focus stresses individual 
synchronic differences, the existence of which is indisputable and 
wholly worthy of research. For much of this book, though, I choose to 
investigate what the other side of the coin—the capacity of myth and 
symbolism, encapsulated in literature, art and archaeological artefacts, 
to display diachronic continuity and commonality—may tell us about 
early texts, especially the most famous Anglo-Saxon example, which I 
try to interpret in its own time, place and culture.  

Finally, I acknowledge that my approach involves much speculation 
and uncertainty—far too much, I fear, for many scholars. It requires 
a reader willing to entertain, at length, the possibility that apparently 
distinctive correspondences, especially when patterned and clustered, 
between texts of different types, recorded in different places, at different 
times and in different (but related) languages, may be significant, not 
coincidental, and that certainty one way or the other is lacking. The fact 
that speculation is inevitable in such an endeavour (given the sparse, 
varied and obscure nature of many of the adduced sources, whose 
relationships, if any, to each other are often unknown) is unlikely to 
disarm scholars who require a stronger methodological basis for 
argument. The same may be said of my presentation of interpretations 
tentatively throughout, often with an intention to persuade or intrigue, 
rather than necessarily to convince. I nevertheless hope that many of my 
thoughts will justify this book’s publication in the eyes of more lenient 
readers, some of whom might feel inclined to investigate this subject for 
themselves, and perhaps to correct or augment my findings.


